Filming Project—Knowledge Organiser Summer 2

Shots:
Establishing shot ‐ a shot usually involving a
distant framing that shows the spatial relationships among the important figures, objects and settings in a scene.
Close‐up ‐ a framing in which the scale of the
object shown is quite large; most
commonly a person’s head seen from the neck
up, or an object of a comparable size that fills
most of the screen.
Medium shot ‐ a framing in which the scale of
the object shown is between a close up and a
long shot. On a person this would usually be
from the waist up.
Long shot ‐ a framing in which the scale of the
object shown is small, a standing figure would
appear nearly the height of the screen.
Aerial shot ‐ a moving shot from above looking down.
Point of view ‐ a shot taken with the camera
placed approximately where the character’s
eyes would be, showing what the character
would see usually cut in before or after a shot
of the character looking.
Two‐shot ‐ two figures within the frame.

Source: adapted from Holgate Academy/University of Montana

Movements:
Pan ‐ a camera movement with the camera body
turning to the right or le . On screen it produces
horizontal movements.
Practical extension ‐ a camera movement in which
the camera is kept at an equal distance to the
subject.
Crane ‐ a change in framing accomplished by having
the camera above the ground & moving through
the air in any direction.
Tilt‐ a camera movement with the camera body
swivelling upward or downward on a stationary support. It produces a mobile framing that scans
the space vertically.
Tracking ‐ a mobile framing that travels through
space forward, backward, or laterally.
Dolly ‐ a camera support with wheels, used in making tracking shots.
Zoom/reverse zoom ‐ a close up rapidly from a long
shot to a close up, and vice versa. The mobile frame
does not alter the aspects or positions of the objects
filmed.
Hand‐held ‐ the use of the camera operator’s body
as a camera support, either holding it by hand or
using a harness.
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